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Cartography of seagrass beds is very important for management and conservation of sound littoral ecosystems and sustainable fisheries in the coastal waters. The cartographical methods to map spatial distribution of seagrass beds are reviewed. They are classified into two categories. One is a direct method by visual observation and the other is an indirect method using a remote sensing apparatus. Indirect methods are divided into optical or hydro-acoustic methods. Indirect methods require sea truth by direct methods. Optical methods are image analysis of aerial photography or satellite imagery. They are effective for mapping broad areas but limited to shallow waters due to light attenuation in waters. Hydro-acoustic methods such as an echosounder and a side scan sonar have no limitation of turbidity. The echosounder is practical to map vertically density and height distributions of seagrass beds. The side scan sonar and multi-beam sonar are appropriate for mapping broad horizontal distributions. Coupling of several indirect mapping methods is more useful than using only one method.
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INTRODUCTION

Seagrass beds play an important role for marine coastal ecosystems. They support flora and fauna including epiphytic organisms, and coastal fisheries productivity (Orth, 1984; Coles et al., 1993). Seagrass beds contribute to marine environment, for example, stabilizing bottom sediments, and maintaining coastal water quality and clarity (Ward et al., 1984; de Grissac and Bodouresque, 1985; Komatsu and Nakaoka, 2000; Komatsu and Yamano, 2000). Seaweeds also have the following influences on marine environment: Buffering effect on water flow (Komatsu and Murakami, 1994; Mork, 1996), pH distributions (Komatsu and Kawai, 1986), dissolved oxygen distributions (Komatsu, 1989; Komatsu et al., 1990), water temperature distribution and change (Komatsu et al., 1982; Komatsu, 1985; Komatsu et al., 1994). It is possible that seagrass beds exert such influences as seaweed beds on marine environments. Many important species spawn in the beds, for example, sea urchins, balaos, cuttlefish etc. Their larvae and juveniles use the beds as a nursery ground (Arasaki and Arasaki, 1978). Doguns feed on seagrass species. In this way, the seagrass serve as an important habitat for marine animals and support biodiversity.

An increase in seafloor reclamation and sewage from industries and agriculture has decreased large areas of seagrass beds in the coastal zone during economic development in Japan (Hoshino, 1972) and U.S.A. (Short and Willie-Echeverria, 1996). Since the seagrass beds are sensitive to pollutants and water quality deterioration, they serve as a “bio-indicator”. Change of seagrass depth distribution in Chesapeake Bay (Dennison et al., 1993) was the bio-indicator when runoff-impacts on water quality caused changes in light penetration and consequently affected seagrass abundance and distribution patterns. Using the lower bottom depth limit of Posidonia oceanica (L.) Delile as the bio-indicator, a monitoring program has also been carried out at 24–33 survey sites along the Provence and French Riviera coasts since 1984 (Boudouresque et al., 2000). Cartography of seagrass beds is a practical method to know a condition of coastal environment.

Preservation, restoration and creation of seagrass beds are, thus, necessary to recover coastal environment, biodiversity and bio-resources for sustainable development of fisheries. For this purpose, it is urgently required to establish precise and reliable techniques to map and monitor seagrass beds in quantitative and efficient ways (Lee Long et al., 1996).

CLASSIFICATION OF MAPPING METHODS

Mapping methods of seagrass beds are classified into two categories. One is a direct observation or measurement by researchers. The other is an indirect method using a remote sensing apparatus. Direct methods are ground surveys (walking, diving or grabs). In France, observation from a submarine was used to map lower bottom depth limit of P. oceanica beds along the French Riviera Coast (Meinesz and Laurent, 1978) because P. oceanica beds extend to bottom depths of 30–50 m. Direct methods are not efficient because they need time and persons to perform field surveys.

Indirect methods are classified into two groups by apparatuses for remote sensing: an optical remote sensing and acoustic remote sensing. In applying these two methods for mapping seagrass and seaweed beds, indirect methods es-
sentially need ground truth (Lee Long et al., 1996).

OPTICAL REMOTE SENSING METHODS

To map spatial distributions of seagrass beds, aerial photography and satellite imagery are generally used. Satellite images are of value for large-scale localization investigations (Belcher, 1989; Fredj et al., 1990). Aerial photographs can provide more detailed data for studying the horizontal distribution, monitoring the long-term change or estimating the biomass of seagrass beds (Meulstee et al., 1986; Meinesz et al., 1988). The aerial photographs and satellite imagery are efficient for mapping where dense seagrasses can be identified on very large scales (Belcher, 1989; Belcher et al., 1988; Kirkman, 1990; Long et al., 1994), but cannot always be used successfully to map seagrass or seaweed biomass or find those of low density or small patches, or in water too turbid or too deep for remote sensing (Pasqualini and Pergent-Martini, 1996). Recently, towed video camera systems have been developed (Norris et al., 1997). The camera is mounted in a ‘down-looking’ orientation on a tofish, which was deployed directly off the stern of the vessel using the cargo boom. However, it is also sensitive to turbidity.

ACOUSTIC REMOTE SENSING METHODS

One acoustic method to map seagrass beds using a side scan sonar, which is more efficient than that of the ground surveys, has been developed since 1970s in the Mediterranean Sea. It scanned sea bottom at a width ranging 50–500 m, and could distinguish seagrass bed distributions and the others successfully (Newton and Stefanon, 1975; Meinesz et al., 1981; Lefèvre et al., 1984; Gloux, 1984; Ramos and Ramos-Espa, 1989; Pasqualini et al., 1998). Figures 1 and 2 show towing apparatus of side-scan sonar and the distribution map of Zostera caleuncens Miki in Koajiro Bay in Sagami Bay obtained by the side-scan sonar. The patch structure are clearly depicted. However, it is difficult for this method to measure densities and heights of plants along a transect. Great disadvantages are (1) expensiveness of the system, (2) difficult treatment of the system on the small boat in shallow waters and (3) difficult processing of horizontal distribution data to mapping data through position data of the ship.

Echosounders have been developed to detect distributions of fish schools and to measure underwater bottom topographies. They send out ultrasonic waves of a certain frequency in the water and measure their reflection by bottoms and objects in the sea. Because the reflection coefficient of ultrasonic depends on materials of objects, especially air content in leaves, we can identify the objects in clear cases. The echosounders have advantages not only to continuously measure biomass distributions and bottom topographies, but also to be used at a low cost and easy treatment. This method has been applied to several studies in phanerogam beds in lakes (Duarte, 1987), Zostera marina L. beds (Hak spekayama and Maniwa, 1978; Komatsu and Tatsukawa, 1998) and P. oceanica meadows (Colanton et al., 1982; Rey and Diaz del Rio, 1989).

Colantoni et al. (1982) tried to use a low frequency echosounder (3.5 kHz); it proved to be rather ineffective to discriminate the acoustic character between P. oceanica bed and the bottom. Although the high-resolution continuous seismic reflection (3.5 kHz) could distinguish the P. oceanica and others (Rey and Diaz del Rio, 1989), long wavelength of ultrasonic brings worse vertical precision of echosounder. Echosounders with an ultrasonic wave of 200 kHz is more appropriate for detecting seagrass beds (Fig. 3) (Hatakeyama and Maniwa, 1978; Komatsu and Tatsukawa, 1998).

The echosounder can scan seagrass beds when traveling at about 1.0–1.5 m/s (2–3 knots). It is possible to investigate 37 km per day when a ship with an echosounder travels at 1 m/s (2 knots) for ten hours (Komatsu and Tatsukawa, 1998). In this way, the echosounder is a very useful apparatus to map seagrass beds.

LOCALIZATION USING GPS SYSTEM

Most of the studies mentioned in the previous section did not refer to a density distribution of plants along a transect by the echosounder in the sea, and have not been used for mapping so often. It is estimated that one of the reasons is that localization of vessels equipped with an echosounder was not easy with good precision. Two transit theodolites (Meinesz et al., 1981; Hatakeyama and Maniwa, 1978),

Fig. 1. Picture showing towing transducer of side-scan sonar photographed by T. Komatsu.
Fig. 2. Map showing horizontal distribution of *Zostera caulescens* surveyed with side-scan sonar by T. Komatsu.

Fig. 3. Raw records of echo trace along a transect in Ajino Bay, Japan cited from Komatsu and Tatsukawa (1998). A depth of 0 m is the sea surface, which is not standardized to the depth relative to the mean sea level.

DECCA (Meinesz et al., 1981), or a radio positioning system (Rey and Díaz del Rio, 1989; Calvo et al., 1993) have been used as a localization system. The Global Positioning System (GPS) became available in 1980s. It permits us to localize instantaneously the place scanned by the echosounder. The accuracy of GPS has been ameliorated from $\pm 36$ m (95%) to $\pm 6$ m (95%) since 2000 because of the removal of Selective Availability (SA) from GPS (stopping the intentional degradation of the GPS signals) on 2 May 2000. In the world, 34 countries have already installed Differential GPS radio beacon networks in territory of each country, and more are considering the adoption of this navigation standard. The improvement of the basic GPS signal through elimination of SA may allow the DGPS radio beacons to transmit fewer error corrections and more accurate localization. Accuracy of DGPS is about several decadal
centimeters. The GPS is inexpensive system and more convenient and more available at any place for localization. The GPS or DGPS contribute in situ remote sensing and direct observation for cartography of seagrass beds.

QUANTIFICATION USING AN ECHOSOUNDER

Hatakeyama and Maniwa (1978) used the echosounder for mapping a Zostera bed, but they calculated only an index of biomass: sum of canopy heights by unit sector along transects scanned by the echosounder. Since it is necessary to estimate seagrass or seaweed biomass for a quantitative comprehension of the their ecosystems, Komatsu and Tatsukawa (1998) proposed a simple converting method from the shading grades of seagrass on echograms to above-ground biomass based on quadrat samplings (Fig. 4). Area of grade distribution can be converted to biomass (Fig. 5).

DETECTION OF VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

The position of the lower bottom depth limit of seagrass beds is related to the light extinction coefficient influencing the minimum degree of light required for growth of seagrass (Duarte, 1991). Thus, it can be used for an indicator of water quality. In France, the lower bottom depth limit of P. oceanica was monitored by placing concrete markers (Meinesz, 1977). In this case, obtained results are very precise, but the observed area is limited. The echosounder can be used to define the vertical distribution of seagrass bed and the lower bottom depth limit of seagrass beds by correcting depths measured by the echosounder to the mean sea level. Therefore, monitoring of the lower bottom depth by the echosounder is useful for detecting the lower bottom depth limit of seagrass beds not precisely but roughly in a wide area. When these two types of monitoring are coupled, they complement each other to obtain lower bottom depth limits.

Komatsu and Tatsukawa (1998) clarified that the canopy height was nearly proportional to the maximum blade length (Fig. 6). By cropping blades of seagrass, the height of seagrass canopies on the echo-traces can be used as an indicator of the maximum blade length of seagrass when the current speeds were not greatly different over the beds. Tanaka and Tanaka (1985) also reported a similar proportional relation between the canopy height and maximum frond lengths of Sargassum species.

MAPPING OF 3-DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTION

Usually multi-beam sonar has been used to sound bottom topography, especially, harbors and channels. Komatsu et al. (submitted) developed mapping methods using multi-beam sonar that can send several decadal beams from the transducer and measure the bottom depths (Fig. 7). Since computer processing removes acoustic signals reflected by the seagrass on a basis of the height difference between the sand bottom and seagrass (Fig. 8), they obtain distributions of seagrass beds by subtracting the bottom topography without seagrass from that with seagrass (Fig. 9). It is the first time to calculate volume occupied by the seagrass. In
Fig. 5. Estimated bed distribution of seagrass beds in Ajino Bay (Komatsu and Tatsukawa, 1998). Density of seagrass beds is indicated by the following patterns: open area: no seagrass; coarse dotted area: sparse seagrass with low blade density; intermediate dense dotted area: intermediate dense seagrass with intermediate blade density; dense dotted area: dense seagrass with high blade density.

Fig. 6. Regression between the canopy height and the maximum blade length at the stations where the quadrat sampling of seagrass was done (Komatsu and Tatsukawa, 1998). Solid line and broken line represent linear regression line and a line with a slope of 1.0 and an intercept of 0, respectively.
Fig. 7. Echo image of vertical profile of seagrass beds scanned by the multi-beam sonar (Komatsu et al., submitted). White dots represent bottom and seagrass canopy.

Fig. 8. Three-dimensional distribution of seagrass beds off Nebama in Otsuchi Bay (Komatsu et al., submitted).

corporated with quadrat sampling of seagrass, biomass of seagrass is also estimated.

CONCLUSION

Seagrass distributions are linked to physical, chemical and social environments or human impacts. Geographical Information Systems (GIS), the computer systems capable of assembling, storing, manipulating, and displaying geographically referenced information are practical tools for analyzing spatial and temporal change of seagrass bed distributions.

A mapping method using an echosounder is a simple, laborsaving and efficient one to detect their canopy height and above-ground biomass and their upper and lower depth limits. Since a newly developed GPS system makes positioning of a boat more accurate, scanning of the beds becomes highly precise. Incorporating the cropping of plants in situ, we can estimate vertical and horizontal distributions of the beds, plant density, and a biomass distribution of the beds. On the other hand, a side scan sonar is very effective to horizontal mapping of seagrass beds while it is complicated and expensive. It is expected that the acoustic mapping methods will become more effective by combining of not only those acoustic methods but also other direct and other optical remote sensing methods.
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